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Abstract: The classification of network topologies according to how they are implemented is examined in depth from a variety of 
perspectives. Each type of topology is used to accomplish a certain purpose and capture the system's structure at varying levels of 
detail. Distributed computer systems have been an important and popular topic in computing in recent years. It provides high-
end performance at an affordable price .In a distributed computing environment, autonomous computers are connected via a 
communication network that is arranged in a geometrical shape known as network topology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Distributed computing systems have become a critical component of the rapidly evolving information technology and computer 
networking industries. The technology that we use to make network linkages and how data is communicated determines the 
performance of any distributed system. The technology for arranging various computer elements such as links, nodes, and so on is 
known as network topologies [1-2, 8-9].The topological structure  [5] of a computer network is referred to as network topology. 
Topology is a branch of mathematics that deals with the connectedness of things, which is one of space's most fundamental features. 
The manner that a network of computers [5, 6-7] is connected is referred to as network topology. Each topology is optimised for 
various activities and has its own set of benefits and drawbacks. LAN [3-4, 8-9] is a very simple and good example of network 
topology, where the LAN has one or more physical connections to other network devices. Physical topologies [8-9] and logical 
topologies [8-9] are the two most common types of network topologies nowadays. The hardware involved with the system, such as 
workstations, remote terminals, servers, and the accompanying wiring between assets, is referred to as Physical Network Topology. 
Logical Network Topology, on the other hand, stresses the representation of data flow between nodes. 
 
A. Data Communication. 
Data communications have become so ingrained in our lives that we often take them for granted, Despite the fact that they are the 
foundation for much of what we do in the twenty-first century. Data communications are critical to a company's performance in the 
marketplace, especially with the growing trend toward globalisation. Individuals and teams can use communications networks to 
interact more quickly and effectively, eliminate the need for frequent in-person meetings, and even transfer payments 
online .Individual computers or workstations can be joined together to provide data sharing and communication via local, 
metropolitan, or wide area networks. Networks can also be joined together to better satisfy the organization's needs and the growing 
need for data and communication established by the use of either directed (wired) or wireless media. The transmission/exchange of 
digital data between a source and a receiver is referred to as data communication. Guided or wireless media are used to make a 
physical link between networked computing units. The Internet is the most well- known computer network. 
When communicating devices are in the same building or a similar geographical area, data communication is said to be local. There 
are three different kinds of data communication networks .Local area networks, metropolitan area networks, and wide area networks 
are the three types. Multiple desktop computers that are close to one other and linked into a network that allows users to exchange 
data and peripheral devices such as printers, fax machines, and storage devices make up a local area network. The metropolitan area 
network is a second form of network that many firms use. This network sends data and information across the city (up to 30/40 
miles) at higher speeds than a local area network. Metropolitan area networks, in contrast to local area networks, are geared for both 
voice and data transmissions, allowing them to carry more types of data than local area networks. These contain speech, data, 
picture, and video data in combination. Metropolitan area networks are usually  connected through a city- wide fibre optic cable 
network. The wide area network is the third type of network. Multiple computers that are widely separated and linked into a network 
make up these networks. To connect the computers in a wide area network, high-speed long-distance communications networks or 
satellites are often used. 
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II. PHYSICAL TOPOLOGY 
The hardware involved with the system, such as workstations, remote terminals, servers, and the accompanying wiring between 
assets, is referred to as Physical Network Topology.The physical topology of the systems determines how they are physically 
connected .It refers to the configuration of devices on a computer network using the real data-transmission connections. There are 
eight different types of topologies. 
 
A. Point to point topology 
The value of a permanent point-to-point network is unhindered communications between the two endpoints. A point-to-point 
topology is a direct link between two devices (nodes).A PC linked to a printer is one example of this. A mainframe terminal 
attached to a mainframe front-end processor is a more prevalent example. 

 
Figure 1: Point to point topology [10] 

 
B. Bus topology 
The transmitted message is carried over the cable by the bus topology. When a message arrives to a device (node), the node verifies 
the destination address to determine whether it matches its own.  If the addresses do not match, the node does not do anything else. 
One of the key drawbacks of this network structure is that if the node address in the message matches the node address in the 
message, the message is processed by the node. The message is sent along the cable and is visible to any devices that are connected 
to it. Because data is disseminated over the network, there are security concerns, as well as the possibility of a single point of failure 
if the hub or backbone goes down. 

 
Figure 2: Bus Topology [10] 
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C. Star topology 
Each of the devices or nodes on a network links to a central hub in a star topology, which is one of the most prevalent network 
configurations. The fact that if the central hub fails, all computers connected to it will be disconnected is a fundamental downside of 
this network structure. The system's strong reliance on the central hub's operation is a fundamental disadvantage of this network 
structure. The network becomes unusable if the central hub fails. 

 
Figure 3: Star Topology [10] 

 
D. Ring Topology 
The nodes or devices in a ring topology are all connected to one another in a circle. The data is passed from one device to the next, 
and so on, until it reaches the destination node. One significant downside is that if a single device is turned off, the network ceases 
to function. 

 
Figure 4: Ring Topology [10] 
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E. Mesh Topology 
Each device in this topology is connected to the others, allowing most transmissions to be spread even if one of the connections 
fails. A key downside is the high likelihood of redundancy in many network connections, as well as the overall cost, which is 
excessively high when compared to other network topologies. 

 
Figure 5: Mesh Topology [11] 

 
F. Tree Topology 
When the network is dispersed and substantially separated into many branches, the Tree Structure works well. A tree topology is 
formed by connecting two or more buses and the Star Topology. Each star network is a local area network (LAN) in which all 
connected nodes are directly linked to a central computer or server. The star networks' central computers are linked by a major cable 
known as the bus. The length of the network is based on the type of cable used, and tree topology networks are fully reliant on the 
trunk, which serves as the network's fundamental backbone. If that fails, the network as a whole will fail. 

 
Figure 6: Tree Topology [12] 
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G. Hybrid Topology 
A hybrid topology is a network topology made up of one or more interconnections between two or more networks with different 
physical topologies, or a type of network topology made up of one or more interconnections between two or more networks with the 
same physical topology, but where the physical topology of the network resulting from such an interconnection does not meet the 
definition of the original physical topology of the interconnection. Because it harnesses the properties of its component topologies, it 
is often more expensive than other networks. Other types of network topologies demand more cabling between their hardware units. 
Hybrid networks are challenging to set up and maintain. 

 
Figure 7: Hybrid Topology [13] 

 
H. Daisy Chain 
All of the devices are connected in a chain-like or ring way in a daisy-chained network configuration.The master controller 
communicates with a slave device, which communicates with yet another slave device, which communicates with yet another slave 
device, and so on.If a link in the ring fails, transmission can be routed over the reverse direction, ensuring that all nodes are always 
linked in the event of a single failure.A key disadvantage is that if a component or cable fails in the centre of the network, the entire 
network will be disabled, and if we wish to add a device in the middle of the chain or ring, the network will be down during the 
process. Because the cabling for these networks is typically installed in open areas, it is more susceptible to accidental 
disconnections and breakdowns. 

 
Figure 8 : Linear Daisy Chain Network Topology [14] 
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III. LOGICAL TOPOLOGY 
The representation of data flow between nodes is emphasised in logical network topology.The layout of devices on a computer 
network and how they communicate with one another is referred to as logical topology.The basic purpose of logical topology is to 
allow various systems to communicate across physical topologies.Shared media topology and token-based topology are the two 
types of logical topologies. 
 
A. Shared Media Topology 
The systems in a shared media topology have unrestricted access to the physical media, which means that any system in the network 
can access the physical layout whenever they need it. Collision is the fundamental downside of this topology because when multiple 
systems send data out across the cable at the same time, the packets collide and the packets are killed. A shared media topology is 
exemplified by Ethernet. As a result, several large networks have been divided into smaller ones. To limit the amount of collisions, 
certain ethernet uses the Carrier Sense Multiple Access protocol. 
 
B. Token Based Topology. 
In a token-based architecture, a token is used to access physical media and moves throughout the network. If a node wants to send a 
packet to another, it must first wait for the token, which travels clockwise or anti-clockwise around the network. After receiving the 
token, a node can transmit the packet to the network, and all nodes along the path from the sender node to the destination node, as 
well as all intermediate nodes, should validate the destination address, accept the packet, and generate an acknowledgement packet 
if it matches anyone. The acknowledgement packet should be sent in the opposite direction to inform the sender node that the packet 
has been received by the destination node. 

 
Figure 9: Token Ring Topology [15] 

 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This overview of computer network topologies for data communication provides a logical way for network engineers to learn about 
topologies and consider their properties and priorities as they engineer complex, large, and interdisciplinary systems of systems, 
with the goal of assisting in the design of data communication interconnection systems. The performance of various topologies is 
explored and studied in this paper. This paper also discusses some of the inherent benefits and drawbacks of computer network 
topologies for each system under consideration. This research has given some insight into analysis methods for dealing with 
network topology issues. The ideas discussed in this article can be used to a variety of computer network applications. As a result, 
we may deduce that there is a strong desire for study in this area, and it can be concluded that a standard topology is required to 
meet stakeholder expectations and to facilitate high-end data transmission in the construction of successful communication systems. 
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